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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two are best practices to implement profiling services in
a distributed environment? (Choose two)
A. use of device sensor feature
B. netflow probes enabled on central nodes
C. configuration to send syslogs to the appropriate profiler
node
D. node-specific probe configuration
E. global enablement of the profiler service
Answer: C,D
Explanation:

Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/ise/1.0/user_guide/is
e10_prof_pol.html#wp1340515 You can deploy the Cisco ISE
profiler service either in a standalone environment (on a
single node), or in a distributed environment (on multiple
nodes).
Depending on the type of your deployment and the license you
have installed, the profiler service of Cisco ISE can run on a
single node or on multiple nodes.
You need to install either the base license to take advantage
of the basic services or the advanced license to take advantage
of all the services of Cisco ISE.
The ISE distributed deployment includes support for the
following:
* The Deployment Nodes page supports the infrastructure for the
distributed nodes in the distributed deployment.
* A node specific configuration of probes-The Probe Config page
allows you to configure the probe per node.
* Global Implementation of the profiler Change of Authorization
(CoA).
* Configuration to allow syslogs to be sent to the appropriate
profiler node.
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to Exhibit:
Which parameter at the end of the command would provide
information for troubleshooting pusposes?
A. Extensive
B. Print-ascii
C. No-timestamp
D. No-resolve
Answer: A
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